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IPBRICK.CAFE  is a private and secure 
space for the exchange of information, 
that allows not only to streamline the 
communication of the company with the 
employees but also the communication 
between the employees themselves. 

It works in a totally integrated way with 
the Unified Communications of IPBRICK: 
Voice, Videoconference, Email and Chat.



Login Interface - Possibility to recover password
- News area
- Login area

User Profile - Allows to change the personal information of the user (name, job and 
  others…)
- Possibility to customize the UCoIP Bar by Groups of Users or just by 
  Users
- Change access password for all work applications
- Select the calendars, by user, that you wish to view
- Possibility to change calls configurations (VoIP)
- Allows to configure an Auto-reply message
- Allows to customize the interface of the application
- Possibility to enable or disable notifications for: News, Surveys and 
  Posts
- Possibility to configure the type of notification that you wish to 
  receive by email: new post and/or comments to the post

Files - Access to all files that are in the system folder of the user as well as in 
  shared folders

Voice Mail Messages

Applications Area - Access through Single Sign-On to all work applications



Feed - Publication of posts
- Publication of posts with attachments
- Sharing of documents from iPortalDoc (Document and Process 
  Management) to IPBRICK.CAFE
- Possibility to react to the publications with “likes” and “emojis”
- Possibility to comment the publications and answer to comments
- Possibility to identify users both in publications and comments
- Allows to add attachments to comments
- Possibility to highlight posts
- Automatic anniversary publications

News - Allows to determine which news are visible to the entire organization 
  or just for a group of users
- Possibility to determine which news will appear in the login interface
- Possibility to use Tags in news

Surveys - Possibility to create surveys with: single answer, multiple answer or 
  open-ended question
- Possibility to add images to the questions
- Allows to determine if the survey will be published for the entire 
  organization or just for a group of users
- Possibility to set an expiration date to the survey



UCoIP Bar
Integration with the 
Unified Communications 
solution

- Professional Chat
- Voice Calls
- Videoconference
- Integrated email
- Highlight for new users of the application at the top of the UCoIP Bar
- Creation of dynamic groups, with the possibility to create publications 
  just for those groups and to chat through professional chat
- Possibility to add external contacts, who use IPBRICK  technology
- Calls history
- Chat history
- Possibility to share files via Chat
- Possibility to create Chat groups
- Possibility to schedule videoconferences with one or more 
  participants

Presence - Possibility to set your status as Available, Absent or Busy [Voice, 
  Professional Chat and Videoconference]

Albums - Support for photos
- Support for video
- Possibility to comment and react both to photos and videos

Bookmarks - Possibility to determine your bookmarks [sites] for quick access



Links - The administrator of the system can set specific links to be available  
   in the interface of the application for one or more users

Feeds Moderation - Allows the administrator of the application to approve or reprove 
  posts

Search - Possibility to search in the areas of publications, news, 
  surveys and albums, by words or hashtags

Initial Message - Possibility to set a message, with or without links and images, that 
  will appear as a pop up when the user logs in the application
- Possibility to hide the pop up

Events - Access to shared calendars
- Access to the birthday calendar
- Access to the scheduling and beginning of a videoconference
- Possibility to schedule events 
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Watch the video about IPBRICK.CAFE


